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Three new 1,2,4,5-tetraphenylimidazole derivatives, 9,9-dimeth-
yl-10-(4-(2,4,5-triphenyl-1H-imidazol-1-yl)phenyl)-9,10-dihydroa-
cridine (DMAC-TPI), 10-(4-(2,4,5-triphenyl-1H-imidazol-1-
yl)phenyl)-10H-phenoxazine (PXZ-TPI), and 10-(4-(2,4,5-triphen-
yl-1H-imidazol-1-yl)phenyl)-10H-phenothiazine (PTZ-TPI), bear-
ing different electron donors at the N1 position of the
imidazole were synthesised and characterised. DMAC-TPI and
PXZ-TPI showed narrow emission at λPL of 388 and 418 nm in
toluene, and in doped films in Zeonex polymer (1 wt.%) at λPL

381 and 407 nm, respectively, with a full width at half

maximum (FWHM) ranging 0.42-0.44 eV. DMAC-TPI and PXZ-
TPI are predicted to show very low oscillator strength for the
low-energy transitions, which aligns to the observed low
photoluminescence quantum yields. Both molecules showed a
singlet-triplet energy gap (ΔEST of around 1.2 eV) that is much
too large to enable reverse intersystem crossing and thermally
activated delayed fluorescence. Connecting a donor group to
TPI at the N1 position can lead to room temperature
phosphorescence (RTP), as the example of PTZ-TPI showed.

Introduction

Organic light-emitting diodes (OLEDs) as a display technol-
ogy can now be found in many different sized consumer
electronics from smartwatches to mobile phones to tablet
and laptop displays, and large-area televisions.[1] OLEDs offer
several advantages compared to inorganic light-emitting
diodes (LEDs), such as the ability to be fabricated on flexible
substrates, their low operational voltage, high contrast ratio,
and relatively lower fabrication cost. OLEDs possess a multi-
layered structure where the emissive layer is sandwiched
between electrodes, charge injection and transporting layers.
One of the remaining challenges in OLED design is to
address the relatively poorer performance of the blue sub

pixel compared to the green and red sub pixels. This is
because the red and green sub pixels employ phosphor-
escent complexes while the blue sub pixel relies on a
fluorescent organic compound and so exciton harvesting
efficiency is inherently lower. There is at present no viable
blue phosphorescent complex emitter whose use translates
into an OLED with sufficiently high stability.[2–4] Blue light has
the highest energy of the three primary display colors,
meaning that the emitter must possess the largest bandgap,
typically exceeding 2.7 eV. This brings up a challenge as
efficient emitters that operate via a thermally activated
delayed fluorescence (TADF) mechanism typically rely on an
electron donor-acceptor (D-A) molecular structure, which
results in a charge transfer (CT) excited state that manifests
in broad emission and so does not meet the industry
requirement for the blue sub pixel CIE chromaticity coordi-
nates of 0.131, 0.046.[5] Typically, large band gap emitters can
be obtained by using a combination of weak electron donors
and acceptors; however, the choice of weak acceptors is
limited.[6,7] Electron-accepting strength can be quantified by
the electron affinity of the compound, which is linked to the
energy of the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO).
One of the most widely explored electron acceptors, 2,4,6-
triphenyl-1,3,5-triazine, has LUMO of � 1.80 eV (DFT PBE0/6-
31G(d,p)) and is considered a relatively strong electron
acceptor. Indeed, there are no deep blue TADF emitters that
employ this acceptor within the molecular design. Weaker
electron acceptors include 1,3,4-oxadiazole (OXD) (LUMO
� 0.55 eV), pyrimidine (LUMO � 1.16 eV), 1,3,4-thiadiazole
(LUMO � 1.27 eV).[6] Use of stronger donors like 9,9-dimeth-
ylacridine (DMAC, HOMO � 5.13 eV), phenoxazine (PXZ,
HOMO � 5.02 eV), or phenothiazine (PTZ, HOMO � 5.26 eV) in
conjunction with the aforementioned weak acceptors leads
to too stabilized singlet excited states for blue emission.[8–15]

Often, green emission is observed even when the weak
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donor carbazole is used in conjunction with these weak
acceptors. The resulting emissive CT state is sensitive to the
polarity of the surrounding, hence a red-shifted emission is
observed.[8,10,11] Deep blue emission is observed only in a
handful of reports where a weak acceptor like diphenylsul-
fone (DPS) (LUMO � 1.37 eV) is used with carbazole, or
DMAC.[16–18] Other examples of blue emitters involve boron-
containing acceptors, such as DOBNA (LUMO � 1.50 eV), or
other weak acceptors like trifluoromethylated pyridine
(LUMO � 1.61 eV).[19,20] D-A compounds that are based on
these acceptors in conjunction with carbazole and even
DMAC show blue TADF; however, it is not possible to obtain
blue emission when using stronger donors like PXZ. Here we
demonstrate blue emission in donor-acceptor systems bear-
ing strong donors by using an ultra-weak electron-accepting
imidazole acceptor.

Imidazole derivatives have been widely explored as both
electron-transporting and emitter materials for OLEDs.[21,22]

The two nitrogen atoms within the imidazole ring, N1 and
N3, possess distinct chemistry and confer bipolar character
to the imidiazole with N1 being nucleophilic, while N3 is part
of a π-accepting imine (Figure 1a). This N3 nitrogen deepens
the LUMO energy of 1,2,4,5-tetraphenylimidazole (TPI) to
� 0.76 eV, which is comparable to that of OXD (� 0.55 eV,
PBE0/6-31G(d,p)). As well, the LUMO of TPI is shallower than
those of widely used acceptors in blue TADF emitter design,
such as triazine (� 1.80 eV), isophthalonitrile (� 2.13 eV), or
diphenylsulfone (DPS) (� 1.37 eV), placing TPI as a very weak
electron acceptor and a suitable candidate to construct blue
emitters.

Various starting precursors can be used in a multi-
component condensation reaction to obtain differently
substituted imidazole derivatives with structural diversity
easily installed at the N1, C2, and C4/5 ring positions. Typical
synthesis routes for imidazole-containing emitter materials
introduce electron donor, or π-spacer and donor groups at
C2.[23–30] These groups tend to be conjugated with the

imidazole, as arenes such as phenylene rings adopt a
relatively co-planar conformation. By contrast, phenylene
substituents at C5 or N1 adopt a significantly more twisted
conformation. Most of the reported examples of D-A
compounds involving imidazole include a C2-substituted
imidazole, these compounds emit either via fluorescence or
a hot exciton channel mechanism as the excited state
possesses mixed hybridized local and charge-transfer (HLCT)
character. There are only a small number of acridine-
imidazole derivatives that were reported as thermally
activated delayed fluorescent (TADF) emitters (Figure S29,
Table S4).[31–33]

In this work we turned our attention to producing D-A
compounds functionalized at N1 of the imidazole. To date,
there are just a handful examples reported employing
donors at the N1 position of imidazole.[21,22,25,34] However,
most of these examples also contain substituents at C2 and
it is these that dominate the photophysics of the molecule.
To study the substituent effect on the imidazole electronics,
we designed three new donor-imidazole hybrid materials,
9,9-dimethyl-10-(4-(2,4,5-triphenyl-1H-imidazol-1-yl)phenyl)-
9,10-dihydroacridine (DMAC-TPI), 10-(4-(2,4,5-triphenyl-1H-
imidazol-1-yl)phenyl)-10H-phenoxazine (PXZ-TPI), and 10-(4-
(2,4,5-triphenyl-1H-imidazol-1-yl)phenyl)-10H-phenothiazine
(PTZ-TPI), where the donors were connected to tetrapheny-
limidazole para to the N1 phenylene. Density functional
theory (DFT) calculations predicted the HOMO to be
localized on the donors, while LUMO is localized on the TPI.
Time-dependent DFT calculations using Tamm-Dancoff ap-
proximation (TDA-DFT)[35] revealed that the singlet-triplet
energy gaps, ΔEST, decrease in the sequence of 0.44 eV,
0.38 eV and 0.19 eV for PTZ-TPI, DMAC-TPI, and PXZ-TPI,
respectively, with PXZ-TPI being a potential TADF emitter.
The optical bandgaps, EGopt , were found to vary from 3.3–
3.6 eV, while intramolecular charge transfer (ICT) emission
was observed only for DMAC-TPI and PXZ-TPI. Their steady-
state emission was registered (λPL) at 381 nm and 407 nm in

Figure 1. a) Chemical structure of TPI. b) Structural representation of donor-linking pattern used in donor-TPI derivatives.
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dilute toluene solutions, respectively. Both compounds were
characterised as fluorescent emitters with low photolumines-
cence quantum yield (ΦPL) values of 9% and 10% in 6 wt%
doped films in DPEPO host, and nanosecond fluorescence
lifetimes. While the strategy of employing imidazole as a
weak electron acceptor in conjunction with strong PXZ
electron donor proved to be successful in obtaining deep
blue emission, both DMAC-TPI and PXZ-TPI failed to
demonstrate TADF behaviour, primarily due to their too
large experimentally observed ΔEST values (1.22 eV and
1.19 eV, respectively). Connecting a strong donor PTZ group
to TPI at the N1 position led instead to observation of RTP.

Results and discussion

Synthesis and Chemical Characterization

Tetraphenylimidazole (TPI) and 1-(4-bromophenyl)-2,4,5-tri-
phenyl-1H-imidazole (TPI-Br) were accessed in high yields in a
one-pot four-component condensation reaction under acidic
conditions of an aromatic aldehyde, an amine, a dione and
ammonium acetate (Scheme 1).[36,37] An attractive feature of this
synthesis is that purification involves a recrystallization, obviat-
ing the need for column chromatography. Thus, the synthesis
is easily scalable at low cost. Target materials 9,9-dimethyl-10-
(4-(2,4,5-triphenyl-1H-imidazol-1-yl)phenyl)-9,10-dihydroacri-
dine (DMAC-TPI), 10-(4-(2,4,5-triphenyl-1H-imidazol-1-

yl)phenyl)-10H-phenoxazine (PXZ-TPI), and 10-(4-(2,4,5-triphen-
yl-1H-imidazol-1-yl)phenyl)-10H-phenothiazine (PTZ-TPI) were
obtained via Buchwald-Hartwig animation[38] of TPI-Br with
either dimethylacridan (DMAC), phenoxazine (PXZ), or pheno-
thiazine (PTZ), respectively. All the target materials were
obtained in relatively high yields. The identity and purity of the
compounds were confirmed by 1H and 13CNMR spectroscopy,
high-resolution mass spectrometry, melting point determina-
tion and elemental analysis. DMAC-TPI, PXZ-TPI, and PTZ-TPI
were found to be thermally stable with their decomposition
temperatures (TD) at which 5% loss of mass is registered
exceeded 370 °C.

Crystal structure of TPI and PTZ-TPI

Single crystals suitable for X-ray diffraction of TPI were
obtained by diffusion of acetone into a dichloromethane
solution of TPI (Figure 2). The structure of TPI is similar to the
version that has been determined previously,[39] despite a
higher-symmetry space group and resulting symmetry-induced
disorder in the structure. The symmetry-related phenyl groups
on C2 and C4 adopt a shallow inclination relative to the plane
of the imidazole (interplanar angle 25.51°), while those on N1
and C5 are closer to orthogonal (72.56° between planes.
Differences in the relative interplanar angles lead to differences
in packing; all molecules packing with the imidazole plane
lying parallel to the (1 0 1) plane, in contrast to the known

Scheme 1. Synthesis of TPI derivatives.
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structures where half of the molecules are oriented parallel to
(1 0 1) and half parallel to (0 1 1).

Single crystals suitable for X-ray diffraction of PTZ-TPI were
obtained directly from temperature gradient sublimation (Fig-
ure 2). The most notable feature found in the structure was
that the PTZ adopts an axial conformation with an C9-N12-S19
angle of 111.68°. The PTZ shows a butterfly geometry, with the
angles between its aromatic ring planes being 44.47°. TPI
adopts a twisted conformation where the phenyl groups 1 and
5 being nearly orthogonal to the imidazole plane (83.62 and
89.79° between planes). By contrast, the phenyl groups 2 and 4
were found to be close to the same plane as the imidazole
(18.88 and 22.43° between planes). Weak intermolecular
C� H⋅⋅⋅π interactions were found between the neighboring
molecules with H⋅⋅⋅centroid distances being 2.76 and 2.80 Å
[corresponding C⋅⋅⋅centroid distances of 3.4477(17) and
3.5426(18) Å].

Theoretical Calculations

Density Functional Theory (DFT) calculations at the PBE0/6-
31G(d,p) level[40,41] were performed to gain insight of the
optoelectronic properties of the studied materials. The nature
of the excited singlet and triplet states and their energies were
determined from time-dependent density functional theory
(TD-DFT) within the Tamm-Dancoff approximation (TDA)[35,42] at
the same level of theory. The TPI core adopts a geometry in the
ground state where all four phenyl rings are twisted with
respect to the plane of the imidazole: phenyl rings 1 and 5 are
twisted by 68° and 51°, respectively, while phenyl groups 2 and
4 are twisted by 29° and 25°, respectively (Figure 3a). The
dihedral angle between the phenylene bridge and the TPI core

decreases by 6–7° in the donor-acceptor compounds, while the
donor groups are themselves disposed in a close-to perpendic-
ular orientation with respect to the bridge. DMAC was found to
adopt the most twisted conformation, followed by PTZ and
PXZ with torsion angles of 83°, 81°, and 71°, respectively
(Figure 3b–d). Such a high degree of twisting is expected to
lead to only minimal conjugation between the donor and the
rest of the molecule. Calculated HOMO, LUMO, S1 and T1

energies, as well as HOMO and LUMO topologies of TPI,
DMAC-TPI, PXZ-TPI, and PTZ-TPI are shown in Figure 4. While
in TPI local excitations occur over the entire compound,
introduction of the poorly electronically coupled donors results
in charge separation. The HOMOs of DMAC-TPI, PXZ-TPI, and
PTZ-TPI are mostly localized over the DMAC, PXZ and PTZ,
respectively, with a small portion of electron density residing
on the phenylene spacer. TPI acts as the electron acceptor in
these systems as the LUMOs were found to be delocalized
throughout the imidazole core with all the adjascent phenyl-
enes involved; phenyl group 4 contributes less to the electron
density distribution of the LUMOs of these compounds than
the other phenyl groups. The HOMO level of TPI is � 5.45 eV
(� 5.46 eV,[43] calculated using B3LYP functional). Introduction of
the donors results in a destabilization of the HOMO by 9–
42 meV. The relative HOMO levels of DMAC-TPI, PXZ-TPI, and
PTZ-TPI at � 5.28, � 5.03 and � 5.36 eV, respectively, reveal that
in this family of compounds the donor strength increases from
PTZ to DMAC to PXZ. The LUMO level of TPI is � 0.76 eV, which
classifies this moiety as a weak electron acceptor. We note that
there is discrepancy with previously reported calculated LUMO
value for TPI of � 1.16 eV,[43] however, this value was obtained
using B3LYP functional, while we used PBE0 instead. The
increased conjugation in the donor-acceptor compounds leads

Figure 2. Thermal ellipsoid plots (50% probability ellipsoids) of the crystal structures of a) TPI and b) PTZ-TPI. Hydrogens are omitted for clarity and only one
component of symmetry-induced disorder in TPI is shown.
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to a stabilized LUMO, with shallow values of � 0.95, � 1.02 and
� 1.05 eV for DMAC-TPI, PXZ-TPI, and PTZ-TPI, respectively.

Both the singlet and triplet energies of TPI (ES1=4.03 eV,
ET1=3.07 eV) are very high. Notably, the incorporation of
donors para- to the N1-phenylene of imidazole do not
appreciably stabilize the T1 state of the corresponding mole-
cules, reflecting a common triplet state of locally excited (LE)
character across the three compounds. In DMAC-TPI, TDA-DFT
calculations predicted that the dominant transition to the T1

state to be LE in nature (HOMO-1!LUMO, 67%), localized on

the TPI moiety (Figure S22). Similarly, the T1 of PTZ-TPI (HOMO-
1!LUMO, 0.58%) is LE on TPI, while in case of PXZ-TPI the
nature of T1 is now localized on the PTZ donor, with the
principal transition now HOMO!LUMO+4 (61%) (Figure S22).
The TDA-DFT computed T1 energies of DMAC-TPI, PXZ-TPI, and
PTZ-TPI are 3.07, 3.00 and 3.05 eV, respectively. The S1 states of
the three donor-acceptor compounds, however, are stabilized
and adopt significant charge transfer (CT) character. This results
in much smaller singlet-triplet gaps. Indeed, ΔEST values
decreased from 0.96 eV for TPI to 0.44, 0.38 and 0.19 eV for

Figure 3. Optimized ground state geometries in the gas phase at the PBE0/6-31G(d,p) level of theory of a) TPI, b) DMAC-TPI, c) PXZ-TPI and d) PTZ-TPI.

Figure 4. DFT calculated HOMO, LUMO, S1 and T1 energies, as well as HOMO and LUMO topologies (isovalue=0.02) of a) TPI, b) DMAC-TPI, c) PXZ-TPI and d)
PTZ-TPI (isovalue=0.02) at the PBE0/6-31G(d,p) level in vacuum.
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PTZ-TPI, DMAC-TPI and PXZ-TPI, respectively, in line with the
increasing strength of the donor. The oscillator strength (f) for
the transition to the S1 state of TPI is typically large at
2.36 ⋅10� 1 for a state with LE character. The f for DMAC-TPI, and
PTZ-TPI indicate weak orbital overlap with values of 4.7 ⋅10� 3,
1.3 ⋅10� 3, respectively. PXZ-TPI, on the other hand, shows a
much larger f of 4.4 ⋅10� 2, reflective of the increased orbital
overlap desipte the smallest ΔEST in this family of compounds,
making it the most promising candidate as an effective TADF
emitter. We have also optimized the T1 state geometries of
these molecules (see Figure S22). DFT predicted DMAC-TPI and
PTZ-TPI to retain the triplet spin density localised over TPI
moiety. PXZ-TPI experiences more changes in its geometry,
resulting in triplet spin density delocalised over the whole
molecule.

Electrochemistry

Electrochemical properties were studied by cyclic voltammetry
(CV) and differential pulse voltammetry (DPV) in DCM and the
resulting voltammograms are shown in Figure 5 while the
summary of electrochemical properties is found in Table 1.
Upon scanning anodically, TPI undergoes a reversible oxidation
at 1.08 V (EOX1/2). Previously TPI oxidation was reported at 1.54 V
(EOXonset) in DMF.[43] With the introduction of donor groups, a
new, cathodically shifted oxidation wave appears at 0.80 V and
0.62 V for DMAC-TPI and PXZ-TPI, corresponding to the
oxidation of the DMAC and PXZ donors, respectively, the
former being pseudo-reversible while the latter being rever-
sible. The TPI-centred oxidation anodically shifts to 1.16 V and
1.17 V, becoming less reversible. In case of PTZ-TPI no TPI-
centred oxidation is observed, instead a new oxidation wave
registered at 0.85 V (EOX1/2). The corresponding ionization
potentials (IP) for TPI, DMAC-TPI, PXZ-TPI, and PTZ-TPI are
6.08 eV, 5.80 eV, 5.62 eV, and 5.61 eV, respectively. No reduc-
tion waves were observed within the electrochemical window,
revealing the weak electron-accepting nature of the TPI.
Therefore, the electron affinities (EA) were estimated using
optical bandgaps at 2.45 eV, 2.24 eV, 2.31 eV, and 2.06 eV for
TPI, DMAC-TPI, PXZ-TPI, and PTZ-TPI, respectively. The inclu-
sion of the donor groups resulted in a destabilization of the
LUMO and a decrease in the EA value of TPI by ca. 0.2 eV, a
trend that is captured by DFT where the LUMO energies were
destabilized by ca. 0.2–0.3 eV with donor introduction.

Photophysical Characterization

UV/Visible absorption spectra were recorded in 10� 5 M toluene
solutions and are shown in Figure 6a. TPI shows a single
absorption band located at λabs 291 nm (ε=36×103 M� 1 cm� 1).
DFT predicts this state to be a locally excited (LE) state
(Figure S23). All compounds showed no new features but did
exhibit slight broadening of the characteristic TPI absorption
band. The absorption spectrum of DMAC-TPI resembles that of
TPI, with slightly increased molar absorption at 291 nm (ε=

46×103 M� 1 cm� 1). DFT predicted S1 state of ICT nature at
358 nm with low oscillator strength (f) value of 4.8×10-3. This
was not observed in the experiment but would have been too
weak to detect. Introduction of the stronger donors PTZ and

Figure 5. CVs and DPVs of TPI, DMAC-TPI and PXZ-TPI. in DCM, reported
versus SCE (Fc/Fc+ =0.34 V in DCM,[44] scan rate=100 mVs� 1).

Table 1. Summary of optical and electrochemical properties.

EGopt /eV
c λPL (FWHM)/nmb λPL (FWHM)/nmc ES1/eV

d ET1/eV
d ΔEST/eV

d ΦPL
e EOX1/2/V vs SCEf IP/eVf EA/eVg

TPI 3.63 382 (64) 362 (46) 4.00 2.75 1.25 0.52 1.08 6.08 2.45
DMAC-TPI 3.56 388 (56) 381 (50) 3.96 2.74 1.22 0.10 0.80 5. 80 2.24
PXZ-TPI 3.31 418 (63) 407 (60) 3.97 2.79 1.19 0.09 0.62 5.62 2.31
PTZ-TPI 3.55 443 (69) 508 (96) 3.23 2.61 0.62 –* 0.85 5.61 2.06

(a) Optical bandgap was determined from the absorption and emission intersection using formula EGopt=
1240

l
eV in toluene. (b) Measured in toluene at room

temperature. λPL is the photoluminescence peak maximum, FWHM is the full width at half maximum. λexc=320 nm. (c) Measured in Zeonex (1 wt%) at room
temperature. λexc=320 nm. (d) Singlet and triplet energies were estimated from the respective onsets of prompt and phosphorescence emissions in toluene
glass at 77 K. (e) Photoluminescence quantum yields (ΦPL) of 6 wt.% TPI, DMAC-TPI and PXZ-TPI doped in DPEPO. *ΦPL of PTZ-TPI was not determined. (f)
Oxidation potentials (EOX1/2) were estimated from DPV in DCM. Values are versus SCE (Fc/Fc+ =0.46 V in DCM[45]), scan rate 50 mV/s. (e) IP= � (EOX1/2 vs Fc/

Fc+ +4.8)[46] eV. (g) Electron affinities were estimated using formula EA= j IP–EGopt j
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PXZ to TPI resulted in further broadening of the main LE
absorption band and again, only a slight increase in molar
absorptivity at 291 nm (εPXZ-TPI=40×103 M� 1 cm� 1 and εPTZ-TPI=
41×103 M� 1 cm� 1) with PXZ-TPI showing the most red-shifted
absorption. The low intensity tail located at 350–380 nm (ε=

2.4×103 M� 1 cm� 1 at 365 nm) is ascribed to an ICT transition
occurring within PXZ-TPI, as shown by DFT with a S1 state
mainly composed of HOMO!LUMO transition occurring at
388 nm with f=4.45×10� 2. The very low intensity of the
HOMO!LUMO transition in PTZ-TPI (S1, f=1.3×10� 3) is likely
responsible for lack of this absorption band in the experiment.

TPI emits at λPL of 382 nm with full width at half maximum
(FWHM) of 0.51 eV (64 nm) in toluene (Figure 6a). The emission
spectrum of DMAC-TPI is slightly narrower and the peak is only
6 nm (0.05 eV) red-shifted compared to that of TPI, which is an
indication that upon photoexcitation at 300 nm, emission from
a TPI-based LE state dominates in both compounds. The
emission spectrum of PXZ-TPI is 36 nm (0.28 eV) red-shifted
compared to that of TPI however, both DMAC-TPI and PXZ-TPI
emission spectra show the same FWHM of 0.44 eV (63 nm) and
0.42 eV (64 nm), respectively, indicating just a weakly extended
conjugation in the chromophore (TPI), rather than occurrence
of typical broad intramolecular charge transfer (ICT) band. PTZ-
TPI showed dual-luminescence, originating from LE emission
from each of TPI and PTZ in this compound (Figure S24).
Apparently, in this compound both chromophores are photo-
excited simultaneously and there is no observable ICT emission.
Changing the polarity of the solvent did not have any impact
on the shape and position of TPI emission, while the emission
spectra of both DMAC-TPI and PXZ-TPI showed modest
positive solvatochromism (Figure S25). For PTZ-TPI, moving to
more polar solvents resulted only in relatively higher contribu-
tion from the TPI emission to the overall PL, and no ICT
emission band was detected.

We next investigated the photophysical behavior in the
solid-state (Figure 6b). The emission spectra of 1 wt% doped
TPI, DMAC-TPI and PXZ-TPI films in Zeonex are blue-shifted
and narrower than those in solution. Zeonex is a nonpolar
polymer host, thus the observed blue-shift and narrowing in
DMAC-TPI and PXZ-TPI emission is expected based on its
relative polarity compared to toluene. In the case of TPI this
blue-shift can be attributed to suppression of non-radiative
decay channels in the solid state as compared to the solution.
PXZ-TPI shows a low intensity red-shoulder in its PL spectrum,
likely the result of excimer emission (Figure 6b). Finally, room
temperature phosphorescence (RTP) originating from PTZ was
observed in PTZ-TPI. This RTP was accompanied by simulta-
neous emission from the S1 states of both TPI and PTZ (see
Figure S24 for band assignments). Occurrence of such multiple
emission processes indicate that there is no electronic
communication between TPI and PTZ in the excited state of
PTZ-TPI. Next, the compounds under investigation were co-
doped with the high triplet-energy host bis[2-
(diphenylphosphino)phenyl]ether oxide (DPEPO). Note that as
PTZ-TPI showed no ICT emission and thus is not a candidate
TADF material, no further investigation to its photophysical
properties in DPEPO was pursued. A doping concentration of
6 wt% was found to be an optimal (Table S2 and Figure S26) in
terms of photoluminescence quantum yields. Both DMAC-TPI
and PXZ-TPI demonstrated PLQY values not exceeding 10%,
this due in part to the very low oscillator strength for the low-
energy transitions. More importantly, emission broadening and
the appearance of a red shoulder in the PL spectra of DMAC-
TPI and PXZ-TPI were observed. This new emissive band
increased in intensity with increasing doping concentration.
Based on IP/EA values of these compounds, this new band
cannot be the result of an exciplex between the host and
emitter; thus, these red shoulders may arise from excimer/
aggregate species. The emission of TPI, DMAC-TPI and PXZ-TPI

Figure 6. (a) UV/Vis absorption and steady-state photoluminescence spectra of TPI, DMAC-TPI, PXZ-TPI and PTZ-TPI in toluene (10� 5 M concentration,
λexc=300 nm) and (b) photoluminescence spectra in Zeonex (1 wt. %) at room temperature. Phosphorescence spectrum of dilute phenothiazine 10� 5 M
solution in toluene at 77K is also included (green dotted line, λexc=355 nm).
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in DPEPO decays with nanosecond-long lifetimes, no delayed
component was observed (Figure S27).

Figure 7 shows the prompt fluorescence and phosphores-
cence spectra of TPI, DMAC-TPI, PXZ-TPI and PTZ-TPI in
toluene glass at 77 K. S1 and T1 energies of TPI were
determined at 4.00 eV and 2.75 eV, respectively, and the
singlet-triplet energy splitting (ΔEST) at 1.25 eV (Table S3).
Prompt emission and phosphorescence of DMAC-TPI re-
sembled those of TPI, with only slightly altered S1 and T1 levels.
The prompt emission peak of PXZ-TPI resembles that of TPI at
an energy of 3.97 eV. A complex emission profile is observed in
the phosphorescence spectrum of PXZ-TPI. Superimposing
PXZ-TPI phosphorescence with those of TPI and PXZ allowed
us to ascribe individual bands to each of the chromophores
(Figure S28). The blue bands at 2.79 eV are associated with
phosphorescence of PXZ, while the red onset matches that of
TPI. The increase in triplet energy compared to TPI, however,
was not sufficient to reduce the ΔEST to enable TADF in PXZ-
TPI (1.19 eV). We note that the gas phase TDA-DFT computed
ΔEST values for DMAC-TPI and PXZ-TPI (0.38 and 0.19 eV,
respectively) are much smaller than the experimentally deter-
mined single-triplet gaps, possibly because the calculation
predicts CT singlet excited states, whereas we observe LE-type
behaviour for the prompt emission (for a wider discussion of
the DFT results, see ESI). Nevertheless, the TDA-DFT calculations
did predict the nature of the T1 states correctly, with T1 state of

DMAC-TPI being localised on TPI, while that of PXZ-TPI being
of mixed CT/LE character. PTZ-TPI showed very weak
fluorescence yet intense phosphorescence in frozen toluene
matrix at 77 K. This phosphorescence is dominated by triplet
emission from PTZ, as the spectrum aligns with that of PTZ in
Zeonex at room temperature (Figure 6b, S24). The ΔEST of PTZ-
TPI is thus of a similar magnitude to that of PTZ (0.62 eV vs
0.53 eV) and is significantly smaller than in the other two
compounds (each at ∼1.2 eV). As both the singlet and triplet
excited states are localized on the PTZ, spin-orbit coupling is
not possible according to El Sayed’s rule and thus no exciton
upconversion is likely to occur.

Conclusions

We have synthesized three new tetraphenylimidazole deriva-
tives bearing electron donors of different strength. The donors
were connected to imidazole via the N1 phenylene. Com-
pounds were accessed via a 2-step synthetic route from
inexpensive starting materials. Photophysical investigation
revealed a lack of charge transfer character in the N1 donor-
substituted imidazoles. Only PXZ-TPI showed CT emission in
polar DCM, however, dual prompt emission and dual phosphor-
escence was observed at low temperature indicating that in
this compound chromophores are also decoupled in the
excited state, favouring the locally excited state emission.

Figure 7. Prompt fluorescence and phosphorescence spectra of a) TPI, b) DMAC-TPI, c) PXZ-TPI and d) PTZ-TPI 10� 5 M in toluene at 77 K. λexc=310 nm, *
instrument artefact.
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Similar properties were observed for the compound PTZ-TPI,
bearing the even stronger electron donor PTZ. This compound
demonstrated only LE emission originating from TPI and PTZ in
all the investigated media. In the solid state, room temperature
phosphorescence from PTZ was observed. Our study showed
that TPI coupled with donors via N1 position is too weak an
electron acceptor to enable ICT, and hence TADF does not
occur. Instead, such a design can potentially be used in RTP-
active compound design.

Experimental section
All reagents and solvents were obtained from commercial sources
and used as received. Air-sensitive reactions were performed under
a nitrogen atmosphere using Schlenk techniques, no special
precautions were taken to exclude air or moisture during work-up
and crystallisation. Anhydrous toluene was obtained from a Pure
SolvTM solvent purification system (Innovative Technologies). Flash
column chromatography was carried out using silica gel (Silia-P
from Silicycle, 60 Å, 40–63 μm). Analytical thin-layer-chromatogra-
phy (TLC) was performed with silica plates with aluminum backings
(250 μm with F-254 indicator). TLC visualization was accomplished
by 254/365 nm UV lamp. HPLC analysis was conducted on a
Shimadzu Prominence Modular HPLC system. HPLC traces were
performed using an ACE Excel 2 C18 analytical column. 1H and
13CNMR spectra were recorded on a Bruker Advance spectrometer
(Larmor frequencies of 400 MHz and 101 MHz or 500 MHz and
126 MHz, respectively). Melting points were measured using open-
ended capillaries on an Electrothermal melting point apparatus
IA9200 and are uncorrected.

High-resolution mass spectrometry (HRMS) was performed by
EPSRC National Mass Spectrometry Service Centre (NMSSC),
Swansea. Elemental analyses were performed at the School of
Geosciences at the University of Edinburgh. X-ray diffraction data
for both compounds were collected at 173 K using a Rigaku FR� X
Ultrahigh Brilliance Microfocus RA generator/confocal optics with
XtaLAB P200 diffractometer [Mo Kα radiation (λ=0.71073 Å)].
Intensity data were collected using ω steps accumulating area
detector images spanning at least a hemisphere of reciprocal
space. Data for all compounds analysed were collected using
CrystalClear[47] and processed (including correction for Lorentz,
polarization and absorption) using CrysAlisPro.[48] The structures
were solved by direct methods (SIR2011[49]) and refined by full-
matrix least-squares against F2 (SHELXL-2018/3[50]). Non-hydrogen
atoms were refined anisotropically, and hydrogen atoms were
refined using a riding model. All calculations were performed using
the Olex2[51] interface. Selected crystallographic data are presented
in Table S1. CCDC 2219099-2219100 contains the supplementary
crystallographic data for this paper. These data can be obtained
free of charge from The Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre
via www.ccdc.cam.ac.uk/structures.

Ground-state gas phase optimizations were carried out using
Density Functional Theory (DFT) employing the PBE0 functional
with the Pople 6-31G(d,p)[52] basis set, followed by a frequency
calculation for each compound to ensure that an energy minimum
was reached. Excited-state calculations were performed employing
the Tamm-Dancoff approximation (TDA)[53,54] to Time-Dependent
DFT (TD-DFT) using the same functional and basis set for ground
state geometry optimization. Gaussian09[55] software was employed
for the calculations, while the results were visualised using
GaussView[56] and GaussSum[57] software. The singlet-triplet splitting

energy ~EST was estimated following the literature methodology.[58]

Vertical excitation energy values from the ground state (S0) to the
first lowest singlet- (ES1) and triplet-excited state (ET1) were obtained
from TDA-DFT calculations based on optimized ground state
geometry and ~EST is then determined using equation: ~EST=ES1–
ET1.

Cyclic Voltammetry (CV) analysis was performed on an Electro-
chemical Analyzer potentiostat model 620E from CH Instruments at
a sweep rate of 100 mV/s. Differential pulse voltammetry (DPV) was
conducted with an increment potential of 0.004 V and a pulse
amplitude, width, and period of 50 mV, 0.06, and 0.5 s, respectively.
Samples were prepared as dichloromethane (DCM) solutions, which
were degassed by sparging with DCM-saturated nitrogen gas for
15 minutes prior to measurements. All measurements were
performed using 0.1 M DCM solution of tetra-n-butylammonium
hexafluorophosphate ([nBu4N]PF6]). An Ag/Ag+ electrode was used
as the reference electrode while a platinum electrode and a
platinum wire were used as the working electrode and counter
electrode, respectively. The redox potentials are reported relative
to a saturated calomel electrode (SCE) with a ferrocenium/
ferrocene (Fc/Fc+) redox couple as the internal standard (0.46 V vs
SCE).[59]

Three types of samples were studied in this work: i) solution, ii)
spin-coated films and iii) evaporated films. i) Optically dilute
solutions of concentrations on the order of 10� 5 were prepared in
HPLC grade toluene, N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF) and DCM; ii)
Spin-coated films were produced from chloroform solutions of
blends (10 wt% guest to host) at 2000 rpm for 60 seconds; iii)
Evaporated films (10% wt) were thermally evaporated onto fused
silica substrates using an EcoVac evaporator system (Angstrom
Engineering, Inc.) at 10� 7 mbar with a final thickness ∼150 nm.
Absorption spectra of solutions were recorded at room temper-
ature on a Shimadzu UV-1800 double beam spectrophotometer
with a 1 cm fused silica cuvette. Molar absorptivity values were
determined from at least five independent solutions at varying
concentrations with absorbance ranging from 1.16×10� 5 to 8.69×
10� 6 M.

Steady-state emission spectra and time-resolved decay curves were
recorded for solutions and spin coating films using two spectro-
fluorometers: an Edinburgh Instruments F980 and a multichannel
spectrofluorometer (FP-8600, JASCO). The photoluminescence
quantum yield, ΦPL, of solutions was measured using an absolute
photoluminescence quantum yield measurement system (C13534-
21, Hamamatsu Photonics) under the flow of argon gas with an
excitation wavelength of 340 nm, while the ΦPL of evaporated films
was measured using an integrating sphere in a Hamamatsu C9920-
02 system[60] with excitation at 300 nm under air and under
constant nitrogen gas flow. The transient photoluminescence decay
curves were obtained under Ar flow using a fluorescence lifetime
spectrometer (C11367, Hamamatsu Photonics). The steady-state
spectra were recorded at room temperature using excitations at
300 nm, 340 nm (Xenon lamp) while the time-resolved decay
curves were recorded at several temperatures (77 K, 200 K, 250 K
and 300 K) with excitation at 280 nm and 378 nm (PDL 800-D
pulsed diode laser). Time-resolved decay curves for prompt
fluorescence (100 ns time window) were recorded using time
correlated single photon counting (TCSPC) while time-resolved
decay curves for delayed fluorescence (1 ms time window) were
recorded using multi-channel scaling (MCS). Time-resolved spectra
(phosphorescence) were obtained on evaporated films using a
gated intensified charge coupled device (iCCD camera) from
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Stanford Computer Optics at 77 K and under laser excitation at
343 nm (100 Hz).

Supporting Information

Instrument details, synthetic procedures, and chemical charac-
terization (NMR spectra, HRMS spectra, elemental analysis
reports, HPLC chromatograms), computational details, photo-
physical characterization and details of X-ray crystallography
are available in the Supporting Information file1. The xyz
coordinates corresponding to the ground state optimized
geometries of TPI, DMAC-TPI, PXZ-TPI, and PTZ-TPI are
available in Supporting Information file 2.
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